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PROWITE™ Projection Screens & 

Projection Accessories 

Manual Wall Projection Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced PROWITE™ Manual Wall Projector Screens offer excellent value and are unobtrusive as a 

permanent fixture. These screens have a black border right around for a fresh tidy look and 

has a bar along the bottom edge to help the screen hang flat. These screens have a white 

coated-steel casing with keyhole openings as well as stainless steel hangers enabling them 

to be hung from the ceiling or from our wall brackets and can still be easily shifted when 

necessary. 

There’s a convenient pull cord on the handle for when the screen is installed out of reach. 

They also feature spring-loaded retraction which slowly retracts stopping the screen getting 

damaged when released and are also self-locking so they can be adjusted to the perfect 

height every time. 

Materials The stylish steel frame and casing coupled with a durable triple-layered matte white screen 

fabric with a gain of 1.1 for easy viewing and ensures quality & long life for all PROWITE™ 

Projector screens that’s guaranteed to get lots of use.   

Use They are excellent for presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward 

to set up. They are also a great product & suitable for schools, home or office use as they can 

be shifted between rooms with ease. 

Installation They’re very quick & easy to install as all wall screens have wall or ceiling mount option.  They 

can also be mounted with Wall Brackets for easy removal or to space screens up to 600mm 

from the wall. They are available as extras and come with hooks and screws for fast and 

simple mounting. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frames & casings         

   -Triple-layer matte white fabric -Grade 1       

   -Very compact & easy to carry.        

   -Available in 4 different size formats - 1:1, 4:3, 16:9 & 16:10 
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Size Range  We have a large range of PROWITE™ Projection high-quality manual projection screens. 

These screens are available in both 4:3 video formats, 1:1 square formats and widescreen 

[16:9 and 16:10] formats in sizes from 80" up to 150" (diagonal size), so are great for any 

application. Some sizes are recent additions — have you got a complete list of all sizes 

available? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

... and yes, we can make special sizes to suit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manual Wall Projection Screens 

CODE SIZE (inch) 
METRIC 
SIZE (m) 

CODE SIZE (inch) 
METRIC 
SIZE (m) 

Ratio 1:1 Ratio 16:10 

W S50 50x50” 1.27x1.27 W L84 84” diagonal 1.81x1.13 

W S60 60x60” 1.5x1.5 W L94 94” diagonal 2.02x1.27 

W S70 70x70”  1.8x1.8 W L113 113” diagonal 2.43x1.52 

W S84 84x84” 2.1x2.1 W L142 142” diagonal 3.06x1.91 

W S96 96x96” 2.4x2.4 Ratio 16:9 

Ratio 4:3 W H80 80” diagonal 1.77x1.0 

W V90 90” diagonal 1.83x1.37 W H90 90” diagonal 2.0x1.12 

W V100 100” diagonal 2.03x1.52 W H100 100” diagonal 2.21x1.25 

W V120 120” diagonal 2.44x1.83 W H120 120” diagonal 2.66x1.5 

W V150 150” diagonal 3.05x2.29  
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Electric/Motorised Projection Screen 

Surface/Produced PROWITE™ Electric Screens are ideal when you need to install your screen out of reach or 

for when you want a fixed screen that it not obtrusive to the room as they can roll away in just 

seconds -at the touch of a button, into their well-designed casing to blend in with any décor. 

These screens have a black border right around for a fresh tidy look and has a bar along the 

bottom edge to help the screen hang flat. 

These screens have a white coated-steel casing with keyhole openings as well as stainless 

steel hangers enabling them to be hung from the ceiling or from our wall brackets and can 

still be easily shifted when necessary. Also, they have a synchronous motor mounted in one 

end of the screen casing and have an extension cord to the switch on the control box so it 

can be fixed at a convenient height. 

Some screen sizes are available with RF (radio-frequency) or IR (infra-red) remote controls, 

which have an operating range of 30+ metres. So, add a touch of class with a fully electric 

PROWITE™ Projection Motorised screen. No more noisy springs or standing on chairs to 

reach your screen handle – it can all be done at the touch of a button. 

Materials The stylish steel frame and casing coupled with a durable/heavy duty triple-layered matte 

white screen fabric with a gain of 1.1 for the ultimate easy wide-angle viewing and ensures a 

cinematic quality with the low absorption for a bright yet non-reflective picture & long life for 

all PROWITE™ Projector screens that’s guaranteed to get lots of use. 

Use PROWITE™ Projection electric screens are the ultimate choice for any occasion: home 

theatre, school halls or boardroom presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so 

straightforward to set up. They’re also ideal for offices, gyms or classrooms. 

Installation They’re very quick & easy to install as all wall screens have wall or ceiling mount option.  They 

can also be hung off of the wall itself using Wall Brackets which can space screens up to 

600mm from the wall or can be hung on hooks and easily shifted when necessary. They come 

with hooks and screws, but you can also use our wall brackets for a quick and easy 

fixing/hanging solution. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee       

-Stylish steel frames & casings       

-Triple-layer matt white fabric -Grade 1      

-Very compact & easy to carry.      

-Available in 3 different size formats - 4:3, 16:9 & 16:10.   

-Available with remote control in most sizes, otherwise a push button control on the cord for 

sizes that don’t have one 
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Size Range  We have a large range of PROWITE™ Projection high-quality motorised projection screens. 

These screens are available in both 4:3 video formats and widescreen formats [16:9 and 

16:10] in most sizes ranging from 72" up to 250" (diagonal size), so are great for any 

application. Some of the 4:3 electric screens are available without remote control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

...and yes, we can make special sizes to suit! 

 

 

 

 

Motorised Projection Screens 

CODE SIZE (inch) 
METRIC 
SIZE (m) 

CODE SIZE (inch) 
METRIC 
SIZE (m) 

Ratio 4:3 Ratio 16:10  

72MEV 72” diagonal 1.46x1.1 84MLR 84” diagonal 1.81x1.13 

84MEV 84” diagonal 1.71x1.28 94MLR 94” diagonal 2.02x1.27 

84MEVR 84” diagonal 1.71x1.28 102MLR 102” diagonal 2.2x1.37 

92MEV 92” diagonal 1.87x1.4 113MLR 113” diagonal 2.44x1.53 

92MEVR 92” diagonal 1.87x1.4 123MLR 123” diagonal 2.65x1.65 

100MEV 100” diagonal 2.03x1.52 142MLR 142” diagonal 3.05x1.91 

100MEVR 100” diagonal 2.03x1.52 155MLR 155” diagonal 3.33x2.08 

120MEVR 120” diagonal 2.44x1.83 188MLR 188” diagonal 4.06x2.54 

142MEVR 142” diagonal 2.88x2.16 Ratio 16:9 

150MEVR 150” diagonal 3.05x2.29 82MHR 82” diagonal 1.8x1.02 

180MEVR 180” diagonal 3.66x2.74 90MHR 90” diagonal 2.0x1.12 

200MEVR 200” diagonal 4.06x3.05 100MHR 100” diagonal 2.21x1.25 

250MEVR 250” diagonal 5.1x3.8 120MHR 120” diagonal 2.66x1.5 

 150MHR 150” diagonal 3.33x1.87 

 200MHR 200” diagonal 4.43x2.49 
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Portable Tripod Projection Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced The PROWITE™ Projection Tripod Screen is extremely versatile. Being so easy to set up 

makes it perfect for presenting on-the-go or any situation. The screen has a black border 

when extended to full size, for enhanced viewing experience. The screen is a 1:1 format but 

can be adjusted in height to any other ratio making it adaptable to many scenarios. The 

convenient handle on the back ensures that not only is it quick and easy to set up but can 

also be carried around with ease when stored away. A carry bag is available. 

Materials The stylish steel frame and casing coupled with triple layered matte-white fabric ensures 

quality and long life for all PROWITE™ Projector screens that’s guaranteed to get lots of use.  

Use They are excellent for presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward 

to set up. They are also a great product for schools as they can be shifted between rooms 

with ease. 

Installation  So quick & easy to install. 

Extra Features A zip up carry bag is available as an extra, please enquire.  

Features Include -2 year Guarantee      

   -Stylish steel frames & casings      

   -Triple-layer matte white fabric -Grade 1 
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Size Range  The sizes range from 60" to 96" in 1:1 format the screen can be adjusted in size for any 

viewing format required. It also has variable height to make it adaptable for any occasion. 

 

... and yes, we can make special 

sizes to suit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table Projection Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced The PROWITE™ Projection Table Screen is extremely versatile. Being so easy to set up 

makes it perfect for presenting on-the-go or any situation. The screen has a black border 

when extended to full size, for enhanced viewing experience. Table screens are 4:3 format 

but the height can be adjusted making it adaptable to many scenarios. They have a fold out 

structure and feet making them firm and stable. The convenient handle on the back ensures 

that not only is it quick and easy to set up but can also be carried around with ease when 

stored away. A carry bag is included as well. 

Materials The stylish steel frame and casing coupled with triple layered matte-white fabric ensures 

quality and long life for all PROWITE™ Projector screens that’s guaranteed to get lots of use.   

Use They are excellent for presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward 

to set up. They are also a great product for schools as they can be shifted between rooms 

with ease. 

Tripod Projection Screens 

CODE SIZE (inch) METRIC SIZE (m) 

TA S60 60x60” 1.5x1.5 

TA S70 70x70” 1.8x1.8 

TB S84 84x84” 2.1x2.1 

TB S96 96x96” 2.4x2.4 
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Installation  So quick & easy to install. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee     

   -Stylish steel frames & casings     

   -Triple-layer matte white fabric -Grade 1   

   -Very compact & easy to carry    

   -Carry bag included 

 

Size Range  The screens are in 4:3 format which can be adjusted in size for any viewing format required. 

It also has variable height to make it adaptable for any occasion. 

 

... and yes, we can make special 

sizes to suit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table Projection Screens 

CODE SIZE (inch) METRIC SIZE (m) 

TSF40 40” diagonal 0.8x0.6 

TSF50 50” diagonal 1.0x0.76 
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Floor Projection Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced The PROWITE™ Projection Floor Screen is extremely versatile. Being so easy to set up 

makes it perfect for presenting on-the-go or any situation. The screen has a black border 

when extended to full size, for enhanced viewing experience. Floor screens are 4:3 format & 

height adjustable making it adaptable to many scenarios. They have a scissor mechanism 

with pressurised struts to support the screen for super-quick raising and lowering. Very 

compact when stored & easy to carry.  

Materials The stylish steel frame and casing coupled with triple layered matte-white fabric ensures 

quality and long life for all PROWITE™ Projector screens that’s guaranteed to get lots of use.   

Use They are excellent for presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward 

to set up. They are also a great product for schools as they can be shifted between rooms 

with ease. 

Installation  So quick & easy to install. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frames & casings         

   -Triple-layer matte white fabric -Grade 1       

   -Very compact & easy to carry. 
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Size Range  The screens are in 4:3 format which can be adjusted in height for any viewing format required 

for any occasion. 

 

... and yes, we can make special 

sizes to suit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wall Brackets 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced While designed primarily for projection screens, they can be very useful in other applications 

where a sturdy wall bracket or hanger is required. Wall brackets come in pairs. 1 pair of heavy-

duty plastic brackets with steel extension for holding screen 280-610mm off wall. Optional 

extra, can be used with any PROWITE™ Projection wall screen.  The picture shows how they 

can hook straight on to any PROWITE™ Projection screen.  

Use Wall brackets are used to keep the screen away from the wall to avoid obstacles like 

bookcases, pelmets, artworks, etc. and to keep the screen angle at 90 degrees to the 

projector as a manual aid to the keystone adjust. Ideal when mounting screens above wall 

lights, 3D artworks, doors or cupboards, or just for easy removal between uses. 

Installation They’re a quick and convenient way to install your PROWITE™ Projection Electric and 

Manual wall screens. Also, instructions are supplied with it. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frame         

   -Fixings and instructions supplied       

   -Angle and height adjustment 

Size Range  There are 2 types available, the shorter wall brackets which can space the screens 150mm 

from the wall, whereas the longer wall brackets can be extended between 300-610mm, so 

can space the screens up to 600mm from the wall. 

 

 

 

Floor Projection Screens 

CODE SIZE (inch) METRIC SIZE (m) 

FV60 60” diagonal 1.2x0.9 

FV80 80” diagonal 1.6x1.2 

FV100 100” diagonal 2.0x1.5 
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Wall mount - short-throw projectors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced Our wall projector mount is fully adjustable to suit any short-throw projector. Sturdy steel 

construction with powder-coated finish and cable management. Securely and simply position 

your short-throw data projector off your wall, always ready for immediate use. We also have 

ceiling mounts for conventional data projectors. 

Use For when you need to set up your data projector safely in any location, like home theatre, or 

boardroom presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward to set up. 

They’re also ideal for offices, gyms or classrooms. 

Installation They’re very quick & easy to install with fixings and instructions supplied with it. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frame         

   -Fixings and instructions supplied       

   -Angle and height adjustable 

 

Size Range   It’s height can adjusted and is rated for about 15kg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Projector Ceiling Mounts 
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Surface/Produced These Projector Ceiling Mounts have a very sturdy steel construction, powder-coated finish 

and cable management through the centre. They securely and simply position any data 

projector on your ceiling, so always ready for immediate use. It mounts to fit most projectors 

and is height adjustable & also the angle is adjustable to about 15°. We have 3 sizes 

of ceiling projector mounts, which are fully adjustable to suit any data projector and ceiling 

height, also a wall mount arm for short throw projectors. 

Use For when you need to set up your data projector safely in any location, like home theatre, or 

boardroom presentations, exhibitions and seminars as they are so straightforward to set up. 

They’re also ideal for offices, gyms or classrooms. 

Installation They’re very quick & easy to install with fixings and instructions supplied with it. 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frame         

   -Fixings and instructions supplied       

   -Angle and height adjustment 

 

Size Range   It’s height can adjusted and is rated for about 15kg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Projector Trolley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface/Produced These Projector Trolleys have a very stylish heavy-duty steel frame. It is both height 

adjustable and angle/tilt adjustable. These trolleys are suitable for most projectors & will fit 

most different sizes but please enquire if you’re unsure. The base of these trolleys have 5 

lockable castors which stabilise the trolley. We also have ceiling and wall mounts for data 

projectors. 
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Use For when you need to set up your data projector safely and unobtrusively in a temporary 

location, like home theatre, school halls or boardroom presentations, exhibitions and 

seminars as they are so straightforward to set up. They’re also ideal for offices, gyms or 

classrooms. 

Installation They’re very quick & easy to install 

Features Include -2 year Guarantee         

   -Stylish steel frame         

   -5 castor base          

   -Angle and height adjustment 

Size Range   It’s height can adjust between 945-1320mm and the plate size is 290x350mm. 

 

Product Care 

Cleaning  If you don't use abrasive cleaners on the surface these screens and mounts will last a 

lifetime. 


